Cochlear model including three-dimensional fluid and four modes of partition flexibility.
The WKB solution is developed for the analysis of a straight box cochlear model which includes four modes of partition displacement, simulating the motion of the bony shelf and arches of Corti, as well as the pectinate zone of the basilar membrane. The theory is similar to that previously used for the 1-mode model with scalar quantities now replaced by 4-vectors. Calculations are carried out for the guinea pig cochlea with stiffness computed mainly from the anatomy and assumed physiological values for the materials. Results show that the stiffness is such that the amplitude and phase of the basilar membrane response are not significantly altered from those given by the 1-mode model. For primates and some other mammals, the bony shelf is substantially weaker than in the guinea pig and causes a much more rapid accumulation of phase along the basilar membrane. Thus, with anatomically and physiologically consistent parameters, the model yields good correlation in phase and amplitude with the in vivo measurements which have been made in the squirrel monkey by Rhode [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 64, 158-176 (1978)] as well as in the guinea pig by Wilson and Johnstone [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 57, 705-723 (1975)] and Rhode [Basic Mechanisms in Hearing (Academic, New York, 1973), pp. 49-63].